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TEST-DRIVING INTEGRATION CODE 

Summary: 

 Minimise code that needs to be integration tested, so you have to live with as 

few slow-running tests as possible 

 Aim for < 5% integration code (and <5% integration tests) 

 Isolate and minimise duplication of code that has external dependencies 

 Use dependency injection to make integration code easily swappable 

 Group fast-running and slow-running tests separately, so we can easily choose 

which kind to run 

 For ultimate flexibility, package integration code separately 

Imagine we needed to test-drive some code that calculates average ratings of video titles 

supplied by an external website called Rotten Potatoes. 

We could stub the service that fetches the reviews for a title, so we can test the 

calculation of the average. 

 @Test 
 public void averageVideoRatingIsTotalDividedByNumberOfRatings() { 
  String name = "Jaws 3D"; 
  Title title = new Title(name); 
  Review[] reviews = new Review[2]; 
  reviews[0] = new Review(name, 3, ""); 
  reviews[1] = new Review(name, 2, ""); 
  ReviewsService reviewsService =  

new ReviewsServiceStub(reviews ); 
  VideoStats videoRating = new VideoStats(title, reviewsService); 
  assertEquals(2.5, videoRating.average(), 0); 
 } 

This gives us a fast-running test for the calculation. But at some point, surely, we’re going 

to have to write some code that actually connects to Rotten Potatoes’ API, right? 

Let’s write a test for a production implementation of ReviewsService. 
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public class JSONReviewsServiceTests { 
 
 @Test 
 public void reviewsTestServiceHasTwoReviewsOfJaws3D() { 
  ReviewsService service =  
    new JSONReviewsService( 
    "http://localhost:8080/rottenpotatoes/json/reviews/"); 
  Review[] reviews = service.fetchReviews("Jaws 3D"); 
  assertEquals(2, reviews .length); 
 } 
 
} 

When we run this test, it will connect to a test reviews server at the URL specified and 

use an HTTP GET to retrieve all reviews for Jaws 3D (of which we know there are two, 

because we control that test data.) 

In our implementation, a bunch of stuff happens: 

public class JSONReviewsService implements ReviewsService { 
 
 private final String url; 
 
 public JSONReviewsService(String REST_url) { 
  this.url = REST_url; 
 } 
 
 @Override 
 public Review[] fetchReviews(String titleName) { 
  String json = ""; 
  try { 
   url += URLEncode.encode(titleName, “UTF-8”) + “/get”; 
   CloseableHttpClient httpClient = HttpClients.createDefault(); 

   HttpGet getRequest = new HttpGet(url); 
   getRequest.addHeader("accept", "application/json"); 
   HttpResponse response;    
   response = httpClient.execute(getRequest); 
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   if (response.getStatusLine().getStatusCode() != 200) { 
    throw new RuntimeException("Failed : HTTP error code : " 
      + response.getStatusLine().getStatusCode()); 
   } 
 
   BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader( 
     (response.getEntity().getContent()))); 
 
   String output; 
 
   while ((output = br.readLine()) != null) { 
    json += output; 
   } 
    
   httpClient.close(); 
    
  } catch (ClientProtocolException e1) { 
   e1.printStackTrace(); 
  } catch (IOException e1) { 
   e1.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
   
  JSONArray jsonReviews = new JSONArray(json);   
  Review[] reviews = new Review[jsonReviews.length()]; 
   
  for (int i = 0; i < jsonReviews.length(); i++) { 
   JSONObject obj = jsonReviews.getJSONObject(i); 
   reviews[i] =  
     new Review( obj.optString("title"),  
          obj.optInt("rating"),  
          obj.optString("comment"));   

} 
  return reviews; 
 } 
} 

If we write a data service like this for every kind of externally-provided data in our 

application, we could wind up with a lot of code that has to be integration tested, and a 

large suite of slow-running tests. 

Remember our design principles: is this JSONReviewsService doing one specific thing?  
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In fact, it does two things: 

1. Fetch the JSON data from the reviews server 

2. Parse the data and build an array of reviews 

Let’s refactor this design into two classes. 

 @Override 
 public Review[] fetchReviews(String titleName) { 
  RESTClient client = new RESTClient(url); 
  String json = client.get(titleName); 
   
  JSONArray jsonReviews = new JSONArray(json);   
  Review[] reviews = new Review[jsonReviews.length()]; 
   
  for (int i = 0; i < jsonReviews.length(); i++) { 
   JSONObject obj = jsonReviews.getJSONObject(i); 
   reviews[i] =  
     new Review( obj.optString("title"),  
          obj.optInt("rating"),  
          obj.optString("comment"));   

} 
  return reviews; 
 } 

Next, let’s compose it from the outside, using dependency injection to make RESTClient 

swappable. 
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public class JSONReviewsService implements ReviewsService { 
 
 private final Client client; 
 
 public JSONReviewsService(Client client) { 
  this.client = client; 
 } 
 
 @Override 
 public Review[] fetchReviews(String titleName) { 
  String json = client.get(); 

RESTClient – from which we extracted the Client interface - gets its own integration test, 

which has nothing to do with reviews or ratings. 

public class RESTClientTests { 
 
 @Test 
 public void returnsDataFromSpecifiedRESTurl() { 
  String url = "http://localhost:8080/resttest/json/test"; 
  RESTClient client = new RESTClient(url ); 
  assertEquals("[{ foo : 0 }]", client.get("foo")); 
 } 
} 

We can easily separate this slow-running integration test from the fast-running tests, 

enabling us to choose whether to run only unit tests, or only integration tests. (Or all 

tests). 
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We can reuse RESTClient for other services. Say, for example, we’re asked to pull a 

release schedule of new video titles from an online retailer’s REST API. 

We can even go a step further, and package our integration code (and associated tests) 

separately, so it can be reused in other development projects. (NB: in this context, 

“package” means a unit of release, like a Java JAR file, or a DLL in .NET.) 

 

The Videos package only depends directly on the ServiceClient package, which the REST 

package extends. This would give us ultimate flexibility. We could even swap in new 

Client implementations without stopping the application. 

Our refactored design offers us three opportunities we didn’t have before: 

 We can stub Client when testing JSONReviewsService, and test that the JSON 

data is parsed correctly by itself 

Videos

VideoStats
<< interface >>
ReviewsService

JSONReviewsService

ServiceClient

<< interface >>
Client

REST

RESTClient
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 @Test 
 public void fetchesReviewsForTitle() { 
  String reviewsJson = "[" + 
      "{title : \"Jaws 3D\", rating : 3, comment: \"\"}," + 
      "{title : \"Jaws 3D\", rating : 3, comment: \"\"}," + 
      "]"; 
  ReviewsService service =  
    new JSONReviewsService(new ClientStub(reviewsJson )); 
  Review[] reviews = service .fetchReviews("Jaws 3D"); 
  assertEquals(2, reviews .length); 
 } 

 

 We can reuse RESTClient for other kinds of data that needs to be retrieved from 

a REST service. All it needs is the URL and parameter values. 

 We can substitute a different client implementation dynamically, which can help 

us if there are multiple data sources, or if we’re load-balancing across multiple 

REST servers. 

In practice, code that has direct external dependencies can be greatly minimised by 

following the design principles of minimising duplication, giving methods and classes a 

single responsibility, and composing objects from the outside. I typically find integration 

code need only make up less than 5% of the code in an application, and therefore less 

than 5% of the tests.  

We can do the maths; integration code is – by its very nature - at the edges of our 

system, meaning that changes to inner code (UI logic, controllers, business logic, etc) 

usually can’t break it. And, as it’s less than 5% of the total code, we might expect to be 

changing it less than 5% of the time. Which means we need to run our integration tests 

20x less often than our unit tests. 

If we’re well-organised about it, slow-running integration tests don’t have to be a 

burden. 

There’s more refactoring that needs be done to improve this code. We’ve made it easier 

by minimising and isolating the integration code. 
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EXERCISE #12 

Continuing with the same code you write for Exercise #11 (“Test-drive some code that 

compares prices on TVs from three different sources”), rig up test versions of those 3 

data sources (a web service, a simple TCP/IP daemon, and an Excel spreadsheet). Set-up 

a local file to store audit logs.  

Test-drive implementations that will get data from or write data to these external 

sources. Try as much as possible to isolate the external dependencies and minimise the 

code that really needs to be integration tested. 

 

 

 


